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TransitFleet development and support in partnership with
TransitFleet product line
TransitFleet - Fleet maintenance, inventory, purchasing software for transit






Shop Floor - paperless real time mechanic work order data entry
Mobile Inventory - paperless real time inventory issues, physical inventory on mobile computers
Operator Reported Defects / Work Requests - paperless fleet work request data entry
Automated fueling interfaces
Financial system interfaces

TransitFleet Facilities - Facilities maintenance software for transit



Facilities Field Access - web based paperless real time work order data entry on tablets
Facilities Work Requests - paperless facilities work request data entry

Web based TransitFleet
Coming in 2016!

Our Partnership with S&A Systems - Joint Product Development and Support
The partnership between S&A Systems and StarTran Software was established to provide joint development
and support of a full line of fleet and facilities maintenance and inventory software for the transit industry.
S&A Systems is primarily known for its FLEETWATCH fuel and fluid management system but the company
also offers vehicle health monitoring and digital signage products. S&A is well known for engineering quality
and support of its products and has a software development team for its FLEETWATCH Data Tools software.
TransitFleet has interfaces with several fuel management systems including TRAK, FuelMaster, Gasboy,
MegaTrak, and card lock systems such as Wright Express as well as FLEETWATCH and in the course of
working with other vendors and our customers we found that FLEETWATCH was by far the best product, S&A
Systems offered the best initial implementation and ongoing support, and we could provide the most
functionality with the FLEETWATCH interface including:






multiple fuelings per day for a vehicle and multiple days fueling
the highest number of fluids - engine oil, transmission fluid, coolant and DEF as well as any propulsion
fuel including diesel, CNG, gasoline, propane, marine diesel
both manually entered and automated mileage entries
identification of employee pumping fuel
fluids entered on work orders in garage bays (including edits to ensure each fluid goes on the correct
work order)

Our experience working with S&A Systems led to the partnership which provides benefits to
customers of both companies including:






depth of support for the TransitFleet product line
a path for S&A customers to migrate to a better fleet maintenance and inventory
product with reliable support
a path for StarTran Software customers (a) to implement a reliable fuel management
system, (b) to migrate to web based TransitFleet, (c) to implement a vehicle health
monitoring interface, and (d) to implement enhanced TransitFleet functionality
an experienced software development team developing web based TransitFleet
an experienced design team to design and implement enhanced functionality for
TransitFleet, components of intelligent transportation systems (ITS), and an enterprise
asset management (EAM) product

Let us know your interest in participating in the development of web based TransitFleet!

Using TransitFleet for Facilities Maintenance
You can make good use of TransitFleet for facilities maintenance - maintenance for equipment
and buildings and grounds. The main function of facilities maintenance is to manage scheduled
maintenance but you likely also might want to track all facilities work histories and costs,
manage facilities work requests, and manage materials used for facilities maintenance. Smaller
transit systems can do all this in TransitFleet. We also offer a more comprehensive TransitFleet
Facilities package for larger systems. TransitFleet Facilities has modules available for submitting
facilities work requests and Facilities Field Access, a tablet version of the TransitFleet Shop Floor
module for paperless data entry and work tracking in the field.
In TransitFleet users can set up any number of equipment or building assets. Facilities
maintenance can be set up for the same fleet facility (or facilities) or as its own separate facility.
Access to Equipment Assets

Access to Buildings and Grounds Assets

Buildings and Grounds (Fixed Facilities) in TransitFleet

Equipment in TransitFleet

Time based PM scheduling can be set up for equipment and buildings and grounds

And you can enter work orders for any piece of equipment, building, or facility.
Work Orders for CNG Facility

TransitFleet Facilities Software Package
The TransitFleet Facilities software package offers a more comprehensive way to organize equipment
and facilities, schedule maintenance, and accommodate facilities work requests.
Organization of Facilities Units in TransitFleet Facilities

Employees submit work requests for facilities maintenance on a form in the Facilities Work Request module.
Submitted Work Requests in TransitFleet Facilities

Maintenance scheduling is time based with allowance windows to allow flexible scheduling.

A facilities maintenance supervisor assigns work in TransitFleet Facilities - scheduled maintenance, response
to work requests, or any other facilities maintenance work. Customized printed work orders are available in
TransitFleet Facilities. You can go paperless in TransitFleet Facilities by having technicians clock on and off
work in the field on tablets using the Facilities Field Access module.
Contact us if you have questions or would like additional information or a web demo to determine the right
way to go for facilities maintenance using TransitFleet for your transit system.

Using Blanket Purchase Orders in TransitFleet
The blanket purchase orders feature of TransitFleet enables users to use TransitFleet for most if not all
maintenance purchasing. With the latest TransitFleet release blanket POs can be used for:







purchases from vendors with whom all purchases within a specified time period are under a blanket PO
purchases from vendors with specified limits
purchases under fuel contracts
purchases under contracts with recurring purchases for specific items
purchases from vendors under parts contracts with bid prices for a catalog of items, selected items for
each individual purchase
service contracts

An example of a blanket PO for a vendor with recurring purchases of specific items is shown below. An
individual purchase order is created for each order as a drawdown against the blanket PO.
Blanket Purchase Order for Vendor with Recurring Purchases for Selected Items

In this example prices are set by contract and each drawdown can be for selected items for that individual
purchase.

Blanket Purchase Orders for Service Contracts

Blanket POs can be set up for vendors with a contract to provide selected parts at a bid price. For an
individual order you create a drawdown from the blanket PO and select the items on that order with
bid price automatically entered.
Blanket Purchase Orders for Vendor with Parts Contract

The blanket purchase order capability is a standard feature of TransitFleet available to all users at no
cost. We can train on setup and use of blanket purchase orders by phone or web session. Just let us
know if you are interested or need additional information.
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